
Greetings All,

I’m contacting you because you expressed interest in building prusa mendel reprap at 
skydogcon last month.  We want to share with you some additional details on the build, 
and start to get this kicked off!

What:
We’ll be building a prusa mendel reprap.  There will be two levels of machines.  The 
basic model will provide you with the minimum setup that you need to get started.  This 
will include the Sanguinololu electronics, a wades extruder, and a basic hot end.  The 
deluxe model will include RAMPS electronics, a heated bed, a Makergear extruder, and 
linear motion bearings.  The tentative prices for the basic and deluxe models are $500 
and $850 respectively. 

*Sonny’s personal machine with many non-standard enhancements.



How:
Each person will show up Saturday morning with a few basic tools.  All of the required 
prusa parts will be purchased by the organizers in advance.  We’ll spend Satuday and 
Sunday morning assembling the printer.  Sunday afternoon will be spent tuning and 
printing.  You’ll walk away with a completely functional printer and know enough to start 
using it.

When:
Right now we are looking at the weekend of February 11th and 12th.  Please keep in 
mind that the builds will be long days.  We’ll start at 8 AM on Saturday and work until 
Midnight.  If you are traveling in from out of town, we would recommend booking a hotel 
and coming in Friday night.  Plan to be finished around 7 PM Sunday.

FAQ:

Warranty:
You’ll have the same sort of warranty as if you sourced the parts yourself.  The 
midsouth makers group and the build leaders will try to help with any issues, but provide 
no expressed warranty.

Early Purchase:
Because we are trying to accomplish a lot in a weekend, we are trying to keep all of the 
machines fairly uniform.  In order to do this, we’ll make the BOM and order the parts in 
bulk ahead of time.  You will not be able to bring parts ordered in advance to use in the 
build.

Deposit:
We’ll be ordering the parts in bulk 4 weeks in advance.  We’ll need the full deposit by 
January 12th.  There are no refunds since we’ll be purchasing materials, but you can 
exchange your spot with another person.


